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Abstract. This paper presents a visualization of stories that aligns the
hierarchy of story units and the hierarchy of characters’ intentions, re-
spectively, with the story text, subdivided into chunks. The solution takes
inspiration from the design introduced by the movie narrative charts, and
presents an interactive tool.
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1 Introduction
The visualization of stories and story-related facts has gained much importance
in the recent literature and art. This is particularly true for stories with intri-
cate plots that are not immediate to grasp (see, e.g., the visualization of two
Nolan’s films Memento3, 2000, and Inception4, 2010). A source of inspiration
for a number of approaches have been the Movie Narrative Charts by Munroe5),
where the layout centers upon the notion of destiny of each character, depicted
as a horizontal line, which travels from left to right and becomes adjacent to
others when the characters interact in the story. This design layout has been
automatized through algorithmic approaches in [5], [8] and later by [1], with
increasing levels of legibility and performance. [3] introduce the motivations of
character into the visualization: characters strive to achieve their goals and often
end up conflicting with each other; the visualization aligns the sequence of the
story incidents with the characters’ intentions through a chart. The box–based
design layout succeeds in fleshing out the story units (named “beats”, scenes,
sequences and acts in the literature, depending on their extension [4, 7]) and the
interpretation of characters’ intentions (derived from AI models of agency, with
short–, mid–, and long–term goals organized hierarchically [6, 2]), but misses the
immediacy of line–based design and thus the representation of the continuity of
characters’ behavior. Also, interactivity is limited to the retrieval of textual box
content.
3 http://visual.ly/memento-scene-timeline
4 http://visual.ly/inception-timeline-visualisation
5 http://store.xkcd.com/collections/posters/products/
movie-narrative-charts-poster
In this paper, we build on the character–based story–visualization design by
introducing the hierarchical organization of the story incidents and the alignment
with the characters’ intentions. The result is an interactive tool that takes as
input the hierarchical story structure and the hierarchical characters’ intentions
and visualizes the alignment between such hierarchies and the story text units: in
particular, the hierarchies span some portion of the text and hierarchy elements
are aligned with text chunk boundaries. The tool provides zoom and pan facil-
ities, hide/show toggles, and text balloons for exploring the visualization and
appraising the mapping of the story hierarchies over the portions of text. The
design phase of the tool relied on the involvement of experts through qualitative
methods of analysis, in particular a focus group conducted with experts.
Now we describe our design solution and the implementation of the visual-
ization interface (Section 2). Section 3 proposes a case study on Shakespeare’s
Hamlet and the discussion about the results as well as some reflections on the
lesson learnt. Conclusion ends the paper.
2 Visualization design
The design layout puts the sequence of story incidents, called timeline, in the
middle of a chart representation (see Figure 1).
Above the timeline, we have the hierarchy of the incidents, organized into
scenes of increasing large span (scenes, acts, play). Scenes are represented as
grey arcs, spanning from their initial to their final incident; another colored arc,
doubling the grey arc, marks the characters that are participating within that
scene. A rectangle allows for the interactive inspection of the incident description
in detail.
Below the timeline, separate tracks represent the individual characters, each
in a different color. Each track features a header that allows for the inspection
of the character details through a circle with the character’s initials. Within the
tracks, each intention is again represented as an arc; short–term to long–term
intentions are visualized with different heights within the track size; smaller size
intentions are included into the span of the larger size intentions. As mentioned
above, the colors of the characters who participate into some incident structure
are reported onto the arcs of the incident structure hierarchy, displayed above
the timeline. When intentions are not accomplished in the timeline of incidents,
they are visualized partially and with a barred rectangle.
The visualization is an interactive display that allows zooming into the rep-
resentation, in order to visualize small portions of the timeline together with
their accompanying structures, and pan from left to right and top to bottom,
in order to explore the various areas of the visualization. In particular, zoom
allows the user to focus on a given incident structure, with the colors on the
structure arc to help her/him to figure out what characters participate into the
incident; then, panning from top to bottom allows the user to discover what
are the intentions of the individual characters in coincidence with the incident;
passing the mouse over the rectangles that are associated with the arcs reveals
Fig. 1. Visualization of Hamlet nunnery scene. Through the tooltip facility of the
interface we have highlighted two scenes with the intentions (in conflict) hinging on
those scenes.
.
the detail of the intentions, while passing over an incident box reveals the details
of the incident. Finally, we added a feature, taken from the audio editors, where
tracks can be muted or played solo: we introduced a toggle to the track headers
that excludes/includes some character track from the display, respectively.
The visualization tool takes as input an annotated table of events that in-
cludes the intentions of the characters and their eventual accomplishment. The
tool is implemented in Processing6, after a pre-processing phase that extracts
the individuals and relations from the tables provided by annotation.
3 Case study
As a case study, we have applied the visualization technique to a scene from
Shakespeare’s Hamlet, the “nunnery scene” (visualized in Figure 1). Notice the
hierarchical representation of the intentions of the characters, with more complex
intentions encompassing shorter, simpler intentions that only span one segment
of the timeline. The number of plan failures spanning the same segment signal the
high level of conflict that characterizes this part of the play. Failed intentions are
represented by incomplete arcs marked by a crossed box. For example, Ophelia
fails in returning the gifts to Hamlet at some point.
The succession of intentions displayed by a character’s track represents the
character’s changes through planning and re–planning because of the conflicts
6 http://processing.org/
with other characters, thus stress the emotional charge of the drama. This is
particular evident in the case of Ophelia (Figure 1): she has two main intentions
(bottom of the figure) separated by a gap filled by one of Hamlet’s intentions.
This shows that Ophelia has to execute some sort of re–planning, given the
failure of the first (bottom left), so to regain the lead of the scene with another
overarching plan (bottom right). Moreover, all along the scene we see that there
is a large number of failed intentions (rectangles barred with a cross); hence,
the visualization reveals the inner nature of this scene with failed attempts on
both sides to achieve their goals: on the one hand, Ophelia wants to discover the
motivation for Hamlet’s madness, on the other, Hamlet wants to send the ”fair
Ophelia” to the nunnery, but discovers that she is not honest at all.
4 Conclusion
This paper has presented an approach for the visualization of stories, based on
the alignment between the incident sequence and the hierarchies of scenes and
characters’ intentions, respectively. The major novelty of the visualization is the
introduction of the characters’ tracks, that represent multiple hierarchies that
span the sequence of story incidents.
Our approach is more analytic than existing ones with respect to addressing
the basic constituents of a story; for example, some of the visualizations proposed
elsewhere could be derived from our visualization. We are going to produce a
large dataset of visualized dramas and to introduce the visualization tool sys-
tematically within drama analysis classes and to test its usefulness thoroughly.
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